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Introduction
The “4 Stage Resonance Generator”, further referred to as the 4SRG, is specially designed to
generate alternating electric fields to perform therapeutic treatments. These alternating electric
fields can be administered directly or indirectly to any patient, human as well as animals.
Several waveforms of different energy ranges and frequency ranges can be applied.
The 4SRG generates alternating electric field energy. The 4SRG is powered by a 12V power
supply. So the safety for the patient is always guaranteed.
The 4SRG is completely controlled by software. In this software a database is used in which
specific frequencies are already stored. These frequencies are based on methods of Dr. Hulda
Clark and Dr. Meg Patterson. You can also add your own frequencies to the database. For the
method of Dr. Hulda Clark you find groups of pathogens like bacteria & viruses, parasites,
mite, mold, algae and worms. This list of Dr. Hulda Clark is supplemented with frequencies
of experienced practitioners. In general the method of Dr. Hulda Clark produces many
positive results on patients. Empirical data of therapists using this method even show an effect
on multi resistant bacteria (NDM-1 en E.S.B.L or M.R.S.A) and difficult to treat diseases as
Neuro-borreliose, candidiasis, or Aids.
Therapeutic alternating electric fields are transmitted to the patient over a short distance. A
transmitter coil in resonance or an Open Coil can be used. Further detail is described in this
manual. The 4SRG can also be used to treat a patient with traditional Hand Probes. In this
case the treatment signals are submitted via weak electrical current to the patient.
More information is available on de website of Clark Information Centre: www.drclark.net
On this website it’s also possible to download order the book “The cure for all diseases”. This
book is written by Dr. Hulda Clark
For treatment of addictions a separate group is made in the infection database. These
treatments are based on the experience of Dr. Margaret Patterson. In this method Hand Probe
are used and low frequency waves are submitted to the patient. Instead of just placing the
Hand Probe in your hand, the Hand Probe is first covered with a sleeve of wet textile and
placed behind the ears of the patient against the scull. The energy level is very low here
compared to treatment of pathogens. There is not much experience using this treatment
method, more information could be found at www.drmeg.net
It’s also possible to enter your individual therapy frequencies into the database used by the
software. New groups of diseases or pathogens can be entered. The software is very flexible
and meets the individual needs of the therapist. More experiences of other therapists are
described on the website www.electroherbalism.com You also find the “The non-consolidated
frequency list” here.
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When a treatment frequency is below 200 KHz traditional Hand Probes or the Open Coil are
used. When the frequency is higher than 200 KHz, the Resonator as well as the Hand Probes
or Open Coil can be used. The patient is always connected to the neutral plate. A second Hand
Probe or the Neutral Plate is available to be connected to the neutral output of the Main Unit.
The therapy using a transmitter coil is based on the theory of Nikola Tesla. He discovered the
fact that energy in the form of electrical “scalar radiation” or “plasma waves” transmitted with
a Tesla coil, are only received by an object if it’s tuned to the frequency of the transmitted
energy. The object in this case is a bacteria, virus or parasite. The pathogen gets into selfresonance and will eventually be inactivated.
The Main Unit uses a Resonator with transmitter coil. This transmitter coil is brought into
resonance so the optimal amount of energy is transmitted. This energy is an alternating
electrical field and is directly effective. Of course the therapist first needs to determine the
cause of the complaints of the patient, after that the right frequency can be set for treatment.
For a more detailed explanation of this theory see articles of Prof. Konstantin Meyl via link:
http://www.k-meyl.de/go/Primaerliteratur/Scalar-Waves.pdf this website is in the German
language.

Overall user advice
Using a transmitter coil for frequencies above 200 KHz has greater effect than only the use of
Hand Probes. When using Hand Probes the result depends on the exercised skin contact
pressure and of the patient’s skin resistance.
During a treatment it’s beneficial when the patient is on his / her ease. Ensure the patient is
relaxed and sits in a comfortable chair with a bare foot on the Neutral Plate. When the Hand
Probe is used as a neutral electrode the patient should relax and put the hand with the Hand
Probe on his lap.
The field strength reaching the patient depends on the distance between the patient and the
transmitter coil. Of course the field strength reaching the pathogen is of interest. Normally a
distance of 20 cm corresponds with power level setting “Nominal” and a distance of 50 cm is
used at power level setting “Maximum”. The therapist decides which field strength and
treatment time to use.
In most treatment methods the patient has to be connected to the Neutral Plate during a
treatment. This can be accomplished by connecting the the patients hand and / or foot to the
neutral port of the 4SRG. This is necessary to obtain an optimal energy link.
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Treatment of a patient with only 1 frequency is done when the cause of complaints or
infection are clarified. When the cause is due to a parasite this first needs to be treated
because it is possible that parasites also contain bacteria and viruses. This is also the case for
mites. When a temporary contamination with bacteria or viruses is the cause, it is clear from
experience of existing therapists, it is wise to treat one bacteria or virus at the time. When the
cause is unknown the Open Coil or Hand Probes can be used. In this case a specific waveform
of 14, 20 or 30 equally strong harmonics (read frequencies) of the set basic frequency is used.
You can use the document “Basic Frequency List” as an example which shows a number of
diseases without a clear cause. This list is available on the installation CD in the “documents”
folder or can be downloaded via the website www.don-neo.com on page downloads.
An exception is made for tape worms. Tape worms are in most cases found with
Streptomyces. Normally in this case not only 1 frequency is used but a frequency sweep is
preferred covering the complete frequency range of the tape worm according to the list of
Clark. This is applied by a 30 harmonics waveform via Open Coil or Hand Probes. This is
necessary because parts of a tapeworm can recover and as part they need a different
frequency.
An example of a situation with unclear cause is cancer or a tumor. In these cases a patient is
first treated against parasites. After this the tumor and cancer itself is treated. This must be
accomplished with detoxication of the body by means of medication or herbs with sufficient
drinking. The same applies for AIDS, the HIV virus can be treated using its specific
frequency. Besides the lists with examples of frequencies with 30 harmonics meant to treat
certain diseases, a list can be found to establish the basic frequency and its harmonics. This
list is in Excel format. You can find your own frequency combinations covering the probable
cause or cover some of the most likely pathogens all together. This list kan be found on the
installation-CD in folder “Documents” or can be downloaded from the website www.donneo.com on page downloads.

Maintenance and safety instructions

 BE AWARE: Before using the 4SRG for the first time we urge you to completely
and carefully read this manual and follow up all warnings. Even if you are already
familiar with the operation of electronic equipment.
Keep this manual in on a safe place so you can refer to it later. If your 4SRG device changes
ownership, it is important that you also hand over this manual to the new owner.
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Expediency
This equipment is intended to be used by professional therapists who are familiar with its
possibilities. It is not allowed to open the units or to make alterations in hardware or software.
Don-Neo Technologies cannot accept any liability for damage or failure caused by these
actions. Only use the accessories included in the delivery. Every other use is considered
inefficient.

 BE AWARE: when the 4SRG is not in use: keep all accessories of the 4SRG ALWAYS
together in the CLOSED case and lock it with the supplied key. Store the case on a save
place out of reach of children!

Limitations
We strongly discommend to treat persons who are inward or outward dependent of an
electronic device that can be influenced by external fields (e.g. a pacemaker). Persons using a
hearing aid are advised to take it off and switch it off before treatment.
It is not advisable to treat pregnant women with the 4SRG. The influence and results of
alternating electric field energy on the unborn child are unknown.
We recommend you to use the 4SRG equipment in a separate room where no other persons
have to remain for a longer time so to limit unnecessarily subjection to alternating electric
fields.

Using Environment
The 4SRG equipment should not be used in a room where danger of explosion or
inflammable gasses is present. The reach of the alternating electric fields depends on the
environment. The environment for storage as well as the place of use of 4SRG equipment has
to remain inside the agreeable ambient conditions. The relative humidity level shall not be
more than 90%, and the temperature not over 45 degree Celsius.

Precautions
 Keep the 4SRG equipment away from direct heaters as central heating, direct
sunlight, or bright artificial light.
 Avoid fast temperature changes.
 Do not place burning objects on the equipment or in the direct neighborhood.
 Do not put any strange objects into the equipment.
 Do not wet the equipment.
 Do not expose the 4SRG to heavy shocks or vibrations.
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Maintenance and repair
All parts of the 4SRG which comes in contact with patients have to be cleaned after each
session to avoid contaminations. The transmission coil may be cleaned with a moist cloth or
with a piece of cotton wool with a bit alcohol.
Clean the Main Unit itself only with a dry cloth, do not use liquids.
When the Main Unit or accessories like cables, transmission coil, or voltage supply are
damaged, or when a liquid is spilled or objects are stuck into the equipment, or when being
exposed to rain or the equipment has been dropped and does not work anymore, repair is
needed.
Disconnect the equipment immediately when you observe smoke, strange smells or sounds
coming from the device. In that case the 4SRG should not be used anymore. Contact Don-Neo
Technologies to make an appointment for repair.

Conditions for guarantee
The guarantee period is 2 years and starts on the day of purchase.
This guarantee is only valid when:
 the equipment is handled with care according to the instructions in this manual,
 the equipment is not opened,
 all cables and accessories are connected and used with care.
Damage caused by disregarding the maintenance and safety instructions makes guarantee
invalid and Don-Neo Technologies cannot accept any liability for any damage or injury.
Transport costs to the supplier are for owners account. Clarification of the complaint and the
possible cause need to be written on paper and added to the shipment.
When the guarantee period expires or in case of negligence with the guarantee period, repair
or deliverances of parts is possible can be delivered against payment of cost.
Repair of eventual software bugs in the operational software are included in the guarantee.
Bugs are repaired by automatic updates via the internet. When a bug is found in the software,
please inform Don-Neo Technologies so we can fix the failure.
For questions, suggestions, complaints or messages you can always contact
Don-Neo Technologies via the mail address support@don-neo.com
Or via telephone number: +31-(010)-3400822
Our website: www.don-neo.com

Scope of delivery
The 4SRG is delivered with the following parts.
 Main Unit
 Resonator
 Open Coil
 Neutral Plate
 2 pcs. Hand Probes
 2 pcs. sleeves for the Hand Probes
 2 pcs. BNC cables
 BNC-T-connection
 Resonator cable
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USB cable
12V power supply
Base on wheels with sliding bar for Resonator and Open Coil
Installation / Manual CD
Flight case for transportation of the 4SRG and all its accessories
2 keys for the case
A printed version of this manual
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Installation software
The 4SRG software can only be installed on a computer which uses Windows 7 or higher.
The 4SRG software uses databases. To write, read, and change information in the database
files the software uses the functions which are provided by Microsoft Access Database
Engine.
It is important to install the software parts in the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Installation of Microsoft Access Database Engine
Installation of the 4SRG Driver
Installation of the 4SRG Databases
Installation of the 4SRG Startup Manager
Installation of the 4SRG Software

The installation steps are explained in more detail as follows.

1. Installation of Microsoft Access Database Engine
Execute file “AccessDatabaseEngine.exe”, this file can be found on the installation CD in
map “1 - Microsoft Access Database Engine”.
Give the program permission to install on your computer when Windows asks for it.
Next window appears:

Click “Next”
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Accept the license agreement:

Check “I accept…” and click “Next”
Next window appears:

Click “Install”
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Next window appears:

Installation is now in progress.
Wait until next window appears:

Click “OK” button.
The installation of Microsoft Access Database Engine is finished now.
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2. Installation of the 4SRG Driver
Start the file “Setup 4SRG Driver.exe”, found on the installation CD.

 Give the program permission to install on your computer when Windows asks for it.
Next window appears:

Click the “Next” button.
Next window appears:

Click on “Next” again.
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Next window appears:

Click “Install” button.
Next window appears.

Click “Install this driver software anyway” option.
Next window appears.

Click “OK” button.
The USB drivers for the communication with the Main Unit are installed now.
The Main Unit can be connected to the computer via an usb cable now and eventually be
turned on.
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3. Installation of the 4SRG Databases.
Execute the file “Setup 4SRG Databases.msi”, this file can be found on the installation CD in
map “3 - 4SRG Databases”.

 Give the program permission to install on your computer when Windows asks for it.
Next window appears.

Click “Next” button.
Next window appears.

If you wish you can change the storage path of the databases here if you want.
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Next window appears:

Click “Next” button.
Next window appears.

Installation is now in progress.
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Next window appears:

Click “Close” button.
Installation of the 4SRG Databases is completed now.
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4. Installation of the 4SRG Startup Manager
Execute the file “Setup 4SRG Startup Manager.msi”, found on the installation CD in map “4 4SRG Startup Manager”.
Next Window appears:

Click the “next” button to install the 4SRG Startup Manager.

 Give the program permission to install on your computer when Windows asks for it.
Next window appears:

Now installation of the 4SRG Startup Manager is completed.
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5. Installation of the 4SRG Software.
The installation procedure of the 4SRG software is very simple.
Execute the file “Setup 4SRG.msi”, found on the installation CD in map “5 - 4SRG
Software”.

 Give the program permission to install on your computer when Windows asks for it.
The 4SRG software will be installed completely and it starts up automatically for a final
check.
When your computer is connected to the internet it is possible a new update is available (see
also next page “Automatic update function”). This update can be downloaded immediately.
The program closes after downloading of the new update. You can startup the program again
by clicking on the 4SRG icon located on your desktop screen. The new program version will
be installed now.
When the program starts up for the first time you will be prompted to authorize the software.
Follow the authorization instructions on the screen. If the authorization process if finished
correctly you finally see the first screen (see the example in paragraph “Patient Data”).
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Automatic Update Function
When your computer is connected to the internet, the 4SRG software will check if a new
software version of the 4SRG software is available at Don-Neo Technologies.
If a new version is available you will get a message to download the new update. When you
choose to download the update, the program will automatically close. Start the program again
and the new version will be installed and the new program version starts up.
This way you are always up-to-date and able to work with the newest version of the 4SRG
software. After starting the software you see which software version you currently use, this is
shown during startup and after startup indicated in the lower right corner of the main screen of
the software.

Uninstall of the software
Go to the Control Panel of Windows and choose function “Programs and Features”. In the
table that will be shown you choose the name and version number of the program feature you
want to uninstall. Just click on the right name.
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4SRG hardware
The parts in the 4SRG package are:







the Main Unit
the Resonator
the Open Coil
the Hand Probe
the Neutral Plate

Here below these parts are described in more detail.

The Main Unit
The Main Unit is the control unit for all devices to be connected. The unit is powered by an
external 12 V power adapter. The unit is completely controlled by the 4SRG software. For
connection of the Main Unit a free USB connection on your computer is needed.
Remark: Only connect the Main Unit to the computer after the software drivers have been
installed as described in previous paragraph, otherwise your computer gives the message
device drivers not found.

Rear view Main Unit:

Front view Main Unit:

The following devices can be connected to the front of the Main Unit:
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 the Resonator
 the Open Coil
 the Hand Probes
In most cases a Neutral Plate or neutral Hand Probe is used. Herewith the treatment becomes
most effective.
The Resonator is always connected to output 1.
At the same time output 2 is used to connect the neutral plate or the neutral Hand Probe
(see the blue printing “GROUND” on the front panel of the Main Unit)
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Remark: When connecting the Resonator cable, be aware the connector is always inserted
with the notch upwards. After insertion ALWAYS tighten the screw connector to secure the
cable connection. Do not use force, this is not necessary.
When the Open Coil is used it has to be connected to output 2. At the same time output 3 is
used to connect the Neutral Plate and/or the neutral Hand Probe.
See green indication “GROUND” on the front panel of the 4SRG.
Turn the BNC connector to the right while pushing slightly until it locks.
Do not use force it’s not necessary.
When the Hand Probe is used, it must be connected to output 3.
At the same time the output 2 is used to connect the Neutral Plate and/or the neutral Hand
Probe. See the yellow printing “GROUND” on the front panel of the 4SRG.
Turn the BNC connector to the right while pushing slightly until it locks.
Do not use force it’s not necessary.
Following the function and use of above devices is explained in more detail.

The Resonator

The Resonator is connected with a special Resonator cable. The cable is symmetric, it does
not matter which side of the cable you use to insert in the connector.
Remark: When connecting the Resonator cable always inserted it with the notch upwards in
the connector of the Main Unit. The other side of the cable must be inserted into Resonator
connector with the notch facing outside the Resonator.
After insertion ALWAYS tighten the screw connector to secure the cable connection.
Do not apply to much force, that’s not necessary!
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The Resonator is a fully automatic device which produces alternating electric field energy as
resonating waves of 1 specific predetermined frequency. The Resonator has a frequency range
from 200 KHz to 850 KHz. To use higher or lower frequencies outside this range you can use
the Open Coil or the Hand Probes.
The advised distance between the Resonator transmission coil and the patient is:

 Nominal
 Medium
 Strong
 Maximum

- 20cm
- 30cm
- 40cm
- 50cm

At the same time the patient holds a neutral Hand Probe and/or puts his/her foot on the
Neutral Plate.

The Open Coil

The Open Coil is connected with a BNC cable. The BNC connector works as a bayonet
fitting. Simply plug the cable connector on output port 2 of the Main Unit and twist the
connector while pushing slightly until it clicks, don’t use force. The other side of the cable
must be connected to the Open Coil in the same manner.
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When working with waves containing several harmonics (read frequencies) the Tesla coil is
used as a transmit antenna. This transmit coil is not resonating itself. The resonance takes
place between the coil and the patient. The patients hand or any other part of the body is
placed directly on the coil. This way a capacitive coupling is made between the patient and
the coil. The inducted field depends on the applied voltage and the set frequency. In this
method it is important to connect the patient to the Neutral Plate or a neutral Hand Probe. This
way an optimal energy coupling is established. This method is mostly used when several
pathogens are active or when the cause of an illness is unknown. In this case a wave form
with 14, 20, or 30 harmonics is applied. The harmonics are of exactly the same amplitude as
the basic frequency. To find the most probable cause you can also use the document “Basic
Frequency List”.
At a base frequency between 14 KHz and 30 KHz you choose 30 harmonics.
The 30th harmonic will be maximum 900 KHz. (= 30 harm. x 30 KHz)
At a base frequency between 30 KHz and 45 KHz you choose 20 harmonics.
The 20th harmonic will be maximum 900 KHz. (= 20 harm. x 45 KHz)
At a base frequency between 45 KHz and 65 KHz you choose 14 harmonics.
The 14th harmonic will be maximum 910 KHz. (= 14 harm. x 65 KHz)
The Open Coil can eventually be placed directly on the patient’s breast or under the seat of
the chair (when the coil is disconnected from the tube), or the coil is placed horizontally on a
table so the patient can place a hand on the transmit coil. The other hand and/or foot of the
patient is/are in contact with the neutral Hand Probe and/or Neutral Plate.
When using the Open Coil the applied field strength is less than the field strength of the
Resonator, so a smaller distance is used. The advantage of the Open Coil is it can treat 14, 20,
or 30 different frequencies of equal amplitude/intensity at the same time.
The function base frequency with 30 harmonics can be compared to the “zapper “of Clark.
With the difference that 3 disadvantages of the zapper are eliminated when using the 4SRG:

 no limitation of only one base frequency with just always the same harmonics,
 frequencies outside the therapeutic range (> 1 MHz) are not generated; they are
blocked by the software,
 all harmonics have equal therapeutic influence because the harmonics are of the
same strength as the basic frequency wave.
The treatment time can vary from 20 minutes to 45 minutes depending on the problem and the
tolerance of the patient. In average you can calculate with 30 minutes if there is a clear
infection or 2 times 15 minutes with a pause of 15 - 20 minutes if more sessions are applied.
When parasites are involved it is recommended to perform 3 sessions in a row in 1 treatment.
Parasites can divide and also can contain bacteria and viruses again. Schedule 2 treatments per
week until the complaints are gone.
I most case after a treatment the patient does not feel anything, but the following day he/she
can feel much better or just worse depending on the type of infection. This effect is called the
Jarisch-Herxheimer reaction but is temporary. Also the urine can smell strong after a
treatment caused by an increased amount of waste leaving the body. That is why it is advised
to drink sufficient water after a treatment.
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The Hand Probes

The Hand Probe is connected via the BNC cable. The BNC connector works as a bayonet
fitting. Simply plug the cable connector on the 2e output port of the Main Unit and twist the
connector while pushing slightly until it clicks, don’t use force. The other side of the cable
must be connected to the Hand Probe in the same way.
There is a shorter and a longer Hand Probe. The shorter Hand Probe is the active Hand
Probe and is ALWAYS connected to output 3 of the Main Unit if this treatment method is
used. The longer Hand Probe is EXCLUSIVELY used as the neutral Hand Probe. This in
fact is the return channel for the energy applied to the patient.
During the treatment method with Resonator or treatment method with active Hand Probe, the
neutral Hand Probe is connected to the open coil output 2 of the Main Unit. This connection is
neutral during these two treatment methods. During the treatment method with Open Coil the
neutral Hand Probe is connected to hand probe output 3 of the Main Unit. This connection is
neutral during this treatment method. See paragraph “the Main Unit”.
Hand Probes are originally used according the method of Dr. Clark. Nowadays the Hand
Probes are still in use. Only the active Hand Probe (= the shorter Hand Probe) can be covered
with a cotton sleeve that has to be moist during a treatment. Via these Hand Probes a low
voltage electrical signal is applied. The moist in the sleeve distributes the electric current
evenly over the patient’s hand. Patients with sensitive hands or thin skin on the hands
certainly need to use a moist cotton sleeve on the active Hand Probe.
When the patient holds the Hand Probe in one hand and the neutral probe in the other hand,
preferably at the same time a bare foot on the Neutral Plate, a low voltage field effect is build
up in the whole body. The frequency waves are distributed throughout the body.
Remark: The use of a Tesla send coil like an Open Coil is in most cases preferable than the
use of Hand Probes. When using Hand Probes the result of the treatment depends on the
contact pressure that the patient applies. Also the skin resistance of the patient and the
humidity of the sleeve are relevant factors. Using the Open Coil however the signal penetrates
better into the body.
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The Neutral Plate

This Neutral Plate is exclusively used to connect the patient to the neutral polarity of the
4SRG.
When using the neutral Hand Probe and Neutral Plate at the same time, the BNC-T
connector (Splitter) is used to connect 2 BNC cables on the same port. Use the following
connections:
1. connect the T-connector directly to the rear of the Neutral Plate,
2. connect the BNC cable which is connected to the neutral port of the Main Unit to the
T-connector,
3. connect the BNC cable which is connected to the neutral Hand Probe to the Tconnector.
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4SRG software
During installation of the software a 4SRG start icon is placed on the desktop (during
installation of the 4SRG Startup Manager; see regarding paragraph).
When you intend to use the 4SRG (for the first time) notice the following steps are executed
before starting the software.
1. Main Unit is connected to the PC using a USB cable,
2. the power switch of the Main Unit is in OFF position,
3. after switching on the Main Unit wait a few seconds for the USB drivers to be loaded,
Remark: The first time the Main Unit is connected to a USB port the USB drivers for this port
are loaded. This loading process starts automatically under Windows and takes about a
minute. The initial load procedure of drivers takes place just once per USB-port. Windows
produces a message of this event. The next time the same USB port is used the driver loading
time will only be 10 sec. If another port is used for the first time, the loading procedure starts
over again for this new USB port. In case you don’t wait for the drivers to load completely the
4SRG software will startup in the OFF- LINE mode and the Main Unit will not be recognized
by the software. In this case restart the software to setup a working connection.
4. start the software as follows:
 Click the 4SRG icon placed on your desktop after installation,
 Click windows Start button, choose “all programs” and than “Don-Neo
Technologies”. In this folder you’ll find the icon to start the program.
ALWAYS use this order:
Before using the 4SRG:
1. Turn on the Main Unit
2. Startup the 4SRG software
After using the 4SRG:
1. Shut down the 4SRG software
2. Turn off the Main Unit
During the startup procedure of the 4SRG software a number of things are checked.
When all these checks are executed correctly the main screen of the software displays.
The following checks are made:
1. The software checks if the computer is connected to an active internet port. If so the
software will start the update process (see paragraph “Automatic Update Function”). If
no internet connection is found you will see a message “No internet connection
found!”. In this case the automatic software update function will not work. When you
reconnect the computer to an active internet port, the automatic update function will
be reactivated on the startup of the 4SRG software.
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2. Than the software checks if you are using a valid authorization code or if this code
needs to be entered first. If the software is not used before an authorization code is
required. Follow the instructions on the authorization screen.
3. The software connection to all required databases is checked. When the database file
is not present or cannot be found than you get the message “4SRG databases are NOT
installed”. The software interrupts the startup procedure and stops execution. The
databases are needed for correct functioning of the software. When you get this
message (re-)install the databases (see paragraph “3 - Installation of the 4SRG
Databases”).
4. The software checks Microsoft Access Database Engine. If it’s not working correctly
you get the message “Microsoft Access Database Engine is NOT Installed!”. The
software interrupts the startup procedure and stops execution. The databases are
needed for correct functioning of the software. When you get this message (re-)install
Microsoft Access Database Engine (see paragraph “Installation of Microsoft Access
Database Engine”).
5. The software checks the communication between your computer and the Main Unit. If
communication is function correctly the yellow ready LED at the front of the Main
Unit will be lit. If this is not the case you will get the message “no 4SRG device
found”. The software will start in the OFF-LINE mode. Control of the Main Unit and
its connected hardware is impossible now. However you still can change information
in the databases.
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After finishing all above checks the following screen will be displayed:

The software is now started.
You will find 3 buttons in the upper right corner of the screen:
these buttons are minimize, maximize, and close.
Remark: The 4SRG software can only be closed if the generator is NOT ACTIVE and NO
data change is active. If the generator IS active or you are changing data these buttons will
NOT be visible so the software cannot be closed. To save a data change just chose another
page, on this moment the software will ask you to first save the changes on current page
before leaving. After this the mentioned buttons are visible again.
On the top edge of this page you see the page buttons (as tab pages). This buttons are used to
change between pages.
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The following pages are available:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Patient Selection
Patient Data
Medical History
Infection Selection
Treatment Data
Main Control
Frequency Tester
Default Frequency List

For smooth and efficient use of the software it is advised to use the above sequence to input
information. The database structure gives you more insight. The database has to be considered
as an electronic card file. All information concerning a patient is stored in a record. A record
can be seen as the electronic patient card. Every patient has his own record with a unique
number. This record number is further explained in paragraph “Patient Information”
All information regarding patients and infections are stored in 2 separate databases, the
Infection Database and the Patient Database. The Patient Database contains all information
related to the patient. The Infection Database contains the Default Frequency List.
The Patient database structure is as follows:






an unlimited number of patients can be entered,
a patient may have an unlimited number of complaints,
a complaint is related to an infection in the infection database
a complaint is related to a specific treatment.

Complaints and treatments are unique per patient and are stored as a relation to the patient in
the Patient Database.
The Infection Database structure is as follows:

 an unlimited number of groups can be made,
 each group can contain an unlimited number of infections with their frequencies
and properties.
Infections (pathogens) are normal treated by use of standard frequencies. These standard
frequencies are stored in the Infection database. However this database can be changed freely
up to you own choice. In the first installation the recommended frequencies of Dr. Hulda
Clark and Dr. Margret Patterson are included in the Infection database, supplemented by
successful experience frequencies of current practitioners.
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When entering data of a NEW patient always use the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Start on page Patient Information (entering all patient data)
Continue on page Medical History (entering the medical background of the patient)
Than page Infection Selection (select the right infection or cause)
After that page Treatment Data (entering all treatment information)
At last page Generator Control (start of the treatment)

Following all possibilities on every page is described in more detail.
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1. Patient Selection
Click on “EDIT” button in the function group “Patient Data”

This screen shows an overview of all patients and their complaints who are being treated or
have been treated. This information is stored in the Patient Database.
Navigation through the database, searching for the right record of a patient, can be done in the
following way:

 click on the right name of the patient in the “Patient List”,
 or click on the “Previous” or “Next” button above the “Patient List” to select the right
patient,
 click on the right complaint of the patient in the “Complaint List”,
 or click on the “Previous” or “Next” button above the “Complaint List” to select the
right complaint.
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2. Patient Information

On this screen all information of current patient can be viewed. To change the information
click on button “EDIT Patient Data”.
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The screen is looks now as follows:

The fields color is changed to gold-yellow and the information in the fields is now unlocked
and can be changed to your choice.
All information regarding a patient can be entered or changed here. Eventual additional
information that does not belong in one of the existing fields can be stored in the “Patient
Info” field.
To enter the right date of birth you can use the button at the right side of the “Date of Birth”
field. Click on
and the date selection box will appear. On the first line in the box you can
extend the selection of date by clicking on it. You can extend this 4 times. The date box
finally shows 100 years in 10 groups of 10 years. When you want to look back or forth in
time, click the proper arrow keys on the first line. In the box underneath an overview of year
groups will appear. When you click on a year group the selection will narrow within 10 years.
Now select the year, and the selection narrows to months in a year. Now select a month and
the selection narrows to days in the month. Select a day and the input of the Date of Birth is
ready.
The “Complaint Date” field is automatically changed to the date the complaint has been
created. This field cannot be manually changed.
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Use button “NEW Patient” to enter a new patient. A new patient record and a new complaint
record are generated. As soon as you leave this page you will be asked to save the changes
you made. If you select “No” the new patient record and the new complaint record are both
deleted again.
Button “DELETE Patient” is only visible if 2 or more patients are present in the database.
Click on button “DELETE Patient” to delete all information of current patient. To make you
aware of the impact of this action you will be asked to confirm this twice. All information
related to this patient is PERMANENTLY deleted. It is not possible to delete all records,
always at least 1 patient record needs to be present in the database. After deleting a patient
record the software brings you to “Patient Selection” page.
Button “New Complaint” is used to create a new complaint record. As soon as you leave this
page you will be asked to save the changes you made. If you select “No” the new complaint
record is deleted again.
Button “DELETE Complaint” is only visible if 2 or more complaints of this patient are
present in the database. When you click on button “DELETE Complaint” you will be asked to
confirm this action. All information related to this complaint is PERMANENTLY deleted. It
is not possible to delete all complaint records, always at least 1 complaint record needs to be
present per patient.
The field “Complaint and Treatment Information” is used for the complaint description of the
patient. The first line of this field is used as text for the “Complaint List” on page “Patient
Selection”. In this field the software also automatically writes the treatment information
during and after each treatment.
Checkbox “Jump to End” is used to keep the Complaint and Treatment Info field on the end
of the information stored in this field, this way you always see the most recent complaint
information is instantly visible.
All changes can only be saved on the moment you select another page and you select to save
the changes in the user dialogue.
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3. Medical History

Here you can view the Medical History of this patient. This information can be changed if you
click on the button “EDIT Medical History”.
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Next screen will be visible:

All of these questions can be asked to the patient. All questions answered with “Yes” can be
extended with extra information. See next example:
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When you click on the button “More Information” next screen appears:

Here you can describe in more detail what you want to know on facts and background about
this subject of de patient. When you click on the button “CLOSE” this screen will be closed.
When you select another page, a dialogue appears where you can choose to save all the
changes including the changes you made here.
All changes can only be saved on the moment you select another page and you select to save
the changes in the user dialogue.
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4. Infection Selection

In this screen you can select the infection which fits the complaint/symptoms of the patient. If
you want to change something on this screen you need to click the button “EDIT Infection
Selection”.
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Next screen will be visible.

By clicking on the field “Infection Group“ a list of all groups of infection types is displayed.
By clicking on the field “Infection Name” a list of all infections inside the chosen group is
displayed.
The chosen group and chosen infection are visible after your selection.
Remark: When output “1-Resonator” under “Functional Control” is selected and the
treatment frequency of the chosen infection is outside the range of the Resonator the software
will inform you by displaying “Infection Frequency outside range of Resonator”. The output
selection will be automatically changed to output“2-Open Coil”.

Functional Control

The 4SRG has 3 output channels. The chosen treatment method decides which device to use.
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The colors on the left side of the selection buttons match the colors of the chosen treatment
method:

 The Blue indications match the use of the Resonator. The associated frequency fields
will color Blue on all pages.
 The Green indications match the use of the Open Coil. The associated frequency fields
will color Green on all pages.
 The Orange indications match the use of the Hand Probes. The associated frequency
fields will color Orange on all pages.
Remark: The frequency values per stage are stored separately in parallel per complaint and
per output port (Functional Control). For example: the frequency on complaint X in Stage 1
matching to output selection 1, can be different than the frequency on complaint X in the same
Stage 1 matching output selection 2. This is also valid when output 3 is selected. To clarify
you can look on page “Infection Selection” where you can see the frequencies are split. In
this way it is possible to store different treatment frequencies simultaneously (read: use of
Resonator, Open Coil, and Hand Probes) stored in the complaint record using the same
treatment settings data (Duration, Pause and Run Count). After you selected the right
treatment method on page “Infection Selection”, you can eventually change the treatment
frequency manually on page “Treatment data”.
By clicking button “DEFAULT Frequencies” all frequencies are set to match the default
frequencies stored in the Default Frequency List of current Infection Name. This action is
valid for all frequencies in all stages of the complaint of current patient and of all output ports
/ treatment methods at once.
All changes can only be saved on the moment you select another page and you select to save
the changes in the user dialogue.
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5. Treatment data

All information regarding the treatment of an already chosen infection is entered in edited
here.
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Click button “EDIT Treatment data” and next screen is shown.

In above example on “Stage 1”, “Stage 2” and “Stage 3”, the Duration, Pause and Run count
are filled in. The duration time of the treatment and the pause time are in whole minutes. The
minimum time is 1 minute and the maximum time is 90 minutes per stage.
To insert values in the text fields that only accept numbers, such as “Duration, Pause, Run
Count and Frequency” can be done as follows:
1. Click left mouse button on the right text field, the blue selection will be replaced by
your key strokes of only number keys. Of course you can also select more than one
digits. By double clicking the whole content of a field can be selected.
2. When you use a mouse with a mouse wheel and this wheel functions as a third button;
click on the mouse wheel button when the mouse pointer is on the right field. The first
digit of the field content value is selected now. Use the mouse wheel to increase or
decrease the selected value. Press the mouse wheel again to skip to next digit and so
on. When using this input mode also the cursor keys can be used to increase, decrease,
skip to previous or next digit. When you are ready changing values you can press on
the enter key or use the mouse again to select other program functions.
Remark: the last pause time after the last treatment is never executed because the treatment
session is already completed. In case you enter “RUN Count” = 0 or “Duration” = 0, the
concerned stage is skipped.
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In previous example: when you enter at “Stage 1“ duration = 20, Pause = 5 and Run Count =
1. This means that you want to treat the patient during 30 minutes with a pause of 5 minutes
(between this treatment and the next; in this case between stage 1 and stage2) at a frequency
of 380 KHz.
Tip 1: use the keypad of your keyboard to insert digits and use the enter key of the number
keypad to go to next field. This works most easy and quickly when inserting multiple values.
Tip 2: Changing the content of a numbered field can be undone when you press the ESCAPE
key during editing of the field content. De old value will be restored.
Remark: For example when you set duration on “Stage 2“at 0 the treatment at this stage is
not executed. This value can be entered on any stage. Simultaneously values “Pause“ and
“Run Count” are automatically set to 0 as well.
Button “EDIT Frequencies” is used to manually change a treatment frequency that is unequal
to the frequency originating from the Default Frequency List. The entered value always has to
be a whole number, without a comma. The accuracy is 1 Hz. For example if you want to enter
a frequency of 325,37 Khz than you enter 325370. When using the Resonator the frequency
has to be between 1 Hz and 900 KHz. The entered frequencies are only stored under the
complaint of current patient.
Remark: the frequency intended to be changed depends on the chosen output port chosen at
“Functional Control” on page “Infection Selection”. For example if ”1-Resonator” is
selected under “Functional Control” than only the frequencies of the Resonator can be
changed here. When the frequency for the Open Coil has to be changed than select ”Open
Coil” first under “Functional Control” before changing the frequency here.
When the chosen frequency is equal to the default frequency stored in the infection data base,
the label “Hz” following the frequency field will color pink as shown:
The button “RESET Values” is used to reset all Duration, Pause, or Run Count fields under
all stages to value 0.
By clicking button “DEFAULT Frequencies” all frequencies are set to match the default
frequencies stored in the Default Frequency List of current Infection Name. This action is
valid for all frequencies in all stages of the complaint of current patient and of all output ports
/ treatment methods at once.
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Button “EDIT Automation” is only valid if Open Coil or Hand Probes outputs are selected .
If you click this button you will see next screen:

Here you see current automation settings which are linked to the treatment of current
complaint. These settings can be altered here if you want.
When automation is used on a stage of a treatment you will see a yellow letter
concerning field.

behind the

All changes can only be saved on the moment you select another page and you select to save
the changes in the user dialogue.
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6. Generator Control

To start a treatment, click on the button “START”.
After the starting the software writes the treatment data into the “Complaint and Treatment
Info” field of this patient. This info is also automatically stored in the Patient Database.
First stage 1 is executed, followed by stage 2, than stage 3, and at last stage 4.
When the frequency = 0, or the duration = 0, or the run count = 0 the concerning stage is
skipped.
When the Resonator is not connected properly the next message is displayed and the software
will abort the start.

In case the Resonator is properly connected, the treatment is started. The Resonator is
controlled by the software and will be tuned to generate the exact resonance frequency which
is set on the executing stage. This process is called “Scanning and Calibrating...” and is
visible in the “START” button.
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The start button has now changed to a flashing display without any function only indicating
that the generator is active. Clicking this button does not work now.
After completing the scanning process of the Resonator the treatment is active and the
treatment time will count backwards form the set value until 0 (see explanation in paragraph
“Progress Status”).
The buttons of the screen section “Generator Control“ now looks like:

The treatment can be paused or interrupted at any moment. First the generator has to be set to
the pause mode.
Click on the “PAUSE” button.
This activates a dialogue with the question if you really want to pause the generator. If you
choose for “NO” the 4SRG resumes the treatment process. If you choose “YES” the generator
will go into the pause mode.
The screen section “Generator Control” now looks like:

When you click on button “RESUME” the treatment is resumed. When you click the
“ABORT” button a new dialogue appears to ask you to confirm the abortion. If you choose to
abort, the treatment is aborted and a message is added to the field “Complaint and Treatment
Info” on page “Treatment Information” to inform you the treatment was aborted.
During a treatment when the generator is active, you can select other pages to view data. It is
not possible to change any information during a treatment on which page what so ever. The
treatment and control of the 4SRG just runs in the background. Of course for progress and
clarity it is wise, when you are finished watching information on another page, to switch back
to page “Generator Control”.

Power Level Resonator
Only visible when “1-Resonator” is selected at “Functional Control” on page “Infection
Selection”.

The Resonator has a build-in high frequency amplifier which can produce a powerful
resonance field. For normal use the “Nominal” value selection is used. When more power is
needed for instance to cover a bigger surface, the power of the Resonator can be raised in 3
extra steps “Medium”, “Strong” , and “Maximum”. At the position “Maximum” the resonance
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field is even 10 times stronger than in the “Nominal” position. See also paragraph “The
Resonator”
Tip: Turn on help tips in the software. See paragraph “Sound Signals and Help Tips”.
A higher amplification is mainly used when a bigger surface has to be covered. The distance
between the Resonator transmitter coil and the patient also has to be increase.

 Notice: when changing the “Power Level” this change is directly stored in the Complaint
Record of current patient.

Resonance Status
Only visible when “1-Resonator” is selected at “Functional Control”.

This part of the screen is exclusively intended to visualize the progress of scanning and
calibration of the Resonator. The visual bar “Effective Level” shows the maximum obtainable
value for resonance. The visual bar “Resonance Level” shows the real resonance
measurement. This indication is always actual. Continuously 10 measurements per second are
made and directly displayed. When the distance between the patient and the transmitter coil
becomes too small the indication bar will change color. Green means optimal. When the
calibration is completed the resonance is continuously measured and made visible. If the color
of the Resonance Level changed to red during a treatment, the patient needs to take more
distance to the transmitter coil. This way the effectiveness of the treatment is optimal
monitored.
The visual bar “Scanning Range” shows the range of the Resonator. The Resonator is
automatically adjusting from 200 KHz - 850 KHz. For technical reasons this range is divided
in 2 sections. One section from 200 KHz - 324,999 KHz and the second from 325 KHz - 850
KHz. The visual bar displays both frequency ranges accordingly. This way the adjustment is
very accurately.
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Progress Status

In this screen section the treatment progress is monitored.
“Total Time” is the total of all treatments and pause times accumulated.
“Treatment Time” indicates how long a treatment still runs.
“Pause Time” indicates how long a pause still runs.
“Treatment Pending” indicates how many treatments will follow including current treatment.
“Treatments Done” indicates how many treatments has been done so far.

Sound Signals and Help Tips

Use checkbox “Sound Signals On” to activate the audio buzzer in the Main Unit. Standard
this buzzer is active. The signals you hear are as follows:

 2 fast short beeps when the 4SRG starts the treatment
 3 slow short beeps when the Resonator is resonating optimal and the treatment
time count down is started.
 2 long beeps when the treatment of a stage is finished
 5 long peeps when the total treatment is finished
 20 fast short peeps in case the scanning and calibration process is failed because of
technical reason
Checkbox “Pause End Signal” is used to let the Main Unit to send a signal 1 minute before
the end of a pause. In this way you are indicate that the treatment will resume soon.
This check box only works when the check box “Signals ON” is also activated.
The signaling code of the “Pause End Signal” is as follows:








60 sec before treatment resumes you hear 6 fast short beeps
50 sec before treatment resumes you hear 5 fast short beeps
40 sec before treatment resumes you hear 4 fast short beeps
30 sec before treatment resumes you hear 3 fast short beeps
20 sec before treatment resumes you hear 2 fast short beeps
10 sec before treatment resumes you hear 1 fast short beeps
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This can be useful when the patient i.e. want to go to the toilet during a treatment session. The
software helps you to remind the patient that the treatment is resuming soon. Of course if you
want to you can select to pause the generator during treatment.
When the checkbox “Show Help Tips” is checked every object on the screen (buttons, fields,
indications, etc.) will show extra information (help tip) about the use of this object. Just move
the mouse pointer on top of the object to display more information (don’t click the mouse).
The object must be active to display the Help Tip.

Waveform Control
Only visible when “Open Coil” or “Hand Probe” is selected under “Functional Control” on
page “Infection Selection”.

In screen section “Waveform Settings” the waveform of the output signals for Open Coil and
Hand Probes are set.
Remark: this software is made for treatments via the method of Clark and Patterson. For this
reason, the upper limit of the frequency is limited to 900 KHz. The hardware is capable of
generating much higher frequencies if that’s needed. In future software versions the upper
limit can be changed by the user. If you have any questions about this subject, please contact
Don-Neo Technologies.
5 different waveforms can be set:

 “Sine” the generator produces a sine waveform. Like indicated the inserted







frequency values have to be between 1 Hz and 900 KHz.
“Square” the generator produces a square waveform. Like indicated the inserted
frequency values have to be between 1 Hz and 180 KHz. The reason why the
upper value is limited to 180 KHz is found in the fact that the square wave
contains harmonics. In a square wave signal the 5th harmonic is still of some
importance. The 5th harmonic of 180 KHz is a frequency of 900 KHz so the limit is
reached we like to allow for the treatment of a patient.
“Sine 14 Harmonics” produces a sine waveform with 14 harmonics. That means
this wave consists of 14 sine waves with different frequencies but with the same
amplitude at the same time. For instance a base frequency of 64 KHz with 14
harmonics produces a second harmonic of 128 KHz and a 3rd harmonic of 192
KHz… and the 14th harmonic of 896 KHz.
“Sine 20 harmonics” is the same as 14 harmonics with the difference of 20
simultaneous active sine waves. The upper value is limited to 45 KHz because the
20th harmonic of 45 KHz is 900 KHz.
“Sine 30 Harmonics” is the same as 14 harmonics with the difference of 30
simultaneous active sine waveforms. The upper value is limited to 30 KHz because
the 30th harmonic of 30 KHz is 900 KHz.
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When using sine waves with harmonics more pathogens can be treated at the same time. To
determine which base frequency generates which harmonics, a frequency table is made. This
table is stored on the installation CD in folder “Extra - Table Harmonics per Basic
Frequency”. You can also download this Excel file from the website www.don-neo.com

 Notice: when changing the “Waveform Settings” this change is directly stored in the
Complaint Record of current patient.

Sweep Settings
Only visible when option “Open Coil” or “Hand Probe” is selected under “Functional
Control” on page “Infection Selection”.

The sweep settings can only be set if the checkbox “Activate Sweep” is checked.
Option “0,5% Sweep” means that the base frequency of the set wave is slowly rising in
frequency until the 0,5% higher frequency is reached. The rise time of the frequency is 10
seconds at this setting. After 10 seconds the sweep starts at the set frequency again. This
process is continued until the treatment is ended.
The option “1% Sweep” is working in the same way but now the frequency rises until 1% of
the base frequency is reached. The rise time is now 20 seconds. After 20 seconds the sweep
starts again until the treatment is ended.
Several pathogens can be treated simultaneously as long as the treatment frequencies (and
harmonics) used against these pathogens are in range of the sweep.

 Notice: when changing the “Sweep Settings” this change is directly stored in the
Complaint Record of current patient.

Output Level (Open Coil and Hand Probes)
Only visible if option “Open Coil” or “Hand Probe” is selected under “Functional Control”
on page “Infection Selection”.
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With this slider the amplitude level (strength) of the base wave is set on output 2 (Open Coil)
or output 3 (Hand Probes), depending on which you selected. When using the Hand Probes
the adjustment corresponds with the voltage at the output. 1 = 1V, 2 = 2V, …max =10V

 Notice: when changing the “Output Level” this change is directly stored in the Complaint
Record of current patient.
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7. Frequency Tester

Whit this “Frequency Tester” you can stepwise find a frequency which is needed for the
patient to treat his or her infection. Kinesiologists use this tool to test the patients needed
frequency first before using the frequency for a treatment.
When you click on the “START test” button the Main Unit switches to the Hand Probe port
and the 4SRG generator is activated. Now the test frequency is connected to the Hand Probe.
Now the frequency can be adjusted per digit. This test tool can be set between 0 and 900000
Hz.
The frame around field “Test Frequency” can indicate 3 different colors:

 RED indicates the generator (so the test) is NOT ACTIVE now,
 ORANGE indicates the generator is CHANGING the frequency now,
 GREEN indicates the generator is ACTIVE now
In this way a kinesiologist can see at what point the patient receives the test frequency so the
muscle tension test (to test whether current frequency is the right frequency for treatment) can
be started.
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If you use a mouse with a mouse wheel, press the mouse wheel button while pointing on the
field. The input mode switches to mouse wheel/ cursor mode. The background color of this
field is now green indicating this input mode is active. Entering numbers is not allowed now.
Leave this mode by just clicking the left mouse button on this field. Input of numbers directly
is possible again.
When the mouse wheel/ cursor mode is active there are 3 different ways to increase or
decrease the value per digit:
1. Use the “up key” to increase the value or use the “down key” to decrease the value.
Use the “left key” to skip to the previous digit or use the “right key” to skip to the next
digit and so on.
2. Use the mouse wheel: scroll up = increase, scroll down = decrease
3. Just use the number keys to insert a certain value.
Remark: When using the Resonator the chosen frequency must be in range of the Resonator
between 200 KHz and 850 KHz. If you try to load a frequency outside this range you will
receive a message “outside range of Resonator”. In this case the frequency will be not load.
Click on button “RESET Frequency” the field “Test Frequency” is changed to its minimum
value.
By clicking button “DEFAULT Frequencies” all frequencies are set to match the default
frequencies stored in the Default Frequency List of current Infection Name. This action is
valid for all frequencies in all stages of the complaint of current patient and of all output ports
/ treatment methods at once.
Click on button “LIST Infections” if you want to see which frequencies of which infections
are close to the chosen test frequency. The bandwidth is set in the bandwidth text field, if you
set 5000 Hz the listed frequencies are searched between (chosen frequency – 2500 Hz) and
(chosen frequency + 2500 Hz).
When you click on an infection in the “Infection List” the infection information is displayed.
For more detailed information about this infection you can also click on button “Google”.
Your internet browser will be started and the infection will be searched on Google.
By pressing button “STOP Test” the generator will be stopped and the main unit switches
back to its originals output port as chosen on page “Infection Selection”.
All changes can only be saved on the moment you select another page and you select to save
the changes in the user dialogue.
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8. Edit Default Frequency Lists

With button “SELECT Group and Infection” you can change to another Infection Group and
after this to another Infection. After clicking this button a table appears in which you can
select an Infection Group. Make your selection by clicking on the Infection Group Name.
After this you can select an Infection in the same manner. The associated Infection
Frequencies and Infection Information are displayed.
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If you click button “EDIT Default Frequency List” next screen will be displayed:

With the functions on this screen all information in the Default Infection List can be changed.
On the screen above the record of the Borrelia Burgdorferi virus is visible with the associated
description and its recommended frequencies. This virus is part of the group Bacteria &
Viruses. All information on the yellow-gold fields is now editable.
With the button “RENAME Group” you can change current selected group name. If needed,
first select the right Infection Group with button “SELECT Group and Infection”. Than
simply click the “RENAME Group” button and change the group name.
Button “MOVE Infection” is used to move current selected Infection to another Infection
Group. If needed, first select the right Infection with button “SELECT Group and Infection”.
When clicking the button a table is displayed of all existing Infection Group names. Choose
the Infection Group name for this infection. Confirm the dialogue to make the move
permanent. Patient records using this moved infection are also updated so the new group
name is known.
By clicking button “NEW Group” a new Infection Group is made. In this new Infection
Group also new Infection is made. You can immediately alter the Infection Group name and
the Infection name. The frequency is default 0 (means: no action) this value can also be
changed here. The Infection Information field can contain text you want.
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When you are finished making a new Infection Group you only have 1 option left and that’s
button “SAVE or EXIT”. If you select to “Save” the program will validate all information you
entered. If something is not right you will be automatically alerted about this issue and you
can correct the issue. If you choose “Don’t Save” the new Infection Group will be deleted
again.
When you click button “NEW Infection” a new Infection is made in currently selected
Infection Group. If needed, first select the right Infection Group for the new Infection with
button “SELECT Group and Infection”. It is wise to change the belonging infection name and
its frequency here. The Infection Info field contains information about the cause of infection
and the symptoms of the infection.
The button “DELETE Group” is used to delete a COMPLETE Infection Group,
INCLUDING all infections in this group. If needed, first select the right Infection Group with
button “SELECT Group and Infection”. When you click on the button “DELETE Group” you
will twice see a dialogue in which you will be asked to confirm deletion of the Infection
Group. When you finally choose to do so the Infection Group is PERMANETLY deleted.
Infection Group deletion can NOT be undone.
The button “DELETE Infection” is used to delete current selected Infection. If needed, first
select the right Infection with button “SELECT Group and Infection”. Click the button to
delete the infection. Deletion of Infection is temporarily. Only AFTER you SAVE all changes
and deletions are PERMANENT. If you choose Don’t Save, all eventually made changes
and deletions are UNDONE.
Button “SAVE or EXIT” is used to save ALL changes. If you choose NOT to save, ALL
made changes including eventually deleted Infections are UNDONE.
All changes can also be saved on the moment you select another page and you select to save
the changes in the user dialogue.
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The button “EDIT Automation” is used to change the automation setting in the Default
Infection List. When you press this button next window appears:

In this example all opties are are set. Of course to your choise you can alter these settings
yourself. Keep in mind that these settings will be stored in the Default Infection List. You can
close this window by clicking on button “CLOSE”. Only after you clicked button “SAVE or
EXIT” on page “Default Frequency List”, the changes made here are actually saved.
Automation is linked to an infection. When you use automation the software automatically
controls the waveform settings and sweep setting during the treatment of current infection.
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Technical specification:







Main Unit:
 Programmable generator and controllers for all connected hardware.
 Is powered by a 12V DC-adapter, suited for AC Mains from 100V – 240V.
 Led indication for selected output, active output en paused output.
 Acoustic signals for start en end of treatments (can be turned off in the
software).
 Main Unit is controlled by 4SRG software on computer connected via USB.
 Output 1 for Resonator:
 Frequency range between: 200 KHz – 850 KHz 1
 There is always a positive offset on the output signal to the Resonator
 Produces exclusively a resonating sine wave
 Output 2 for Open Coil:
 Frequency range between: 1 Hz- 900 KHz 1
 Always a positive offset on the output signal.
 Output level is adjustable in 10 steps with a maximum level of 10 Vtt.
 Choose sine or square waveforms or functions with multiple harmonics.
 Output 3 for Hand Probes:
 Frequency range between: 1 Hz- 900 KHz. (This frequency range is limited by
the software for 4SRG therapy purpose. The hardware frequency range of the
generator is between 0Hz – 8MHz) 1
 Always a positive offset on the output signal.
 Output level is adjustable in 10 steps with a maximum level of 10 Vtt.
 Choose from sine or square waveforms and functions with multiple harmonics.
De Resonator
 Fully automatic precision adjustment of resonance frequency.
 Generates alternating electrical field energy with a high energy density.
 Continuous resonance control by 10 measurements per second.
 Build-in high frequency amplifier to get a steady and very effective power
output.
Open Coil
 Generates electrical field energy of a milder energy density and is suitable to
be used for multiple harmonics (concurrent frequencies).
Hand Probes
 To be used for electrical energy of one or more frequencies and waveforms.

1

This frequency range is limited by the software for 4SRG therapy purpose. The hardware frequency range of
the generator is between 0Hz – 8MHz. In future software releases this limited value can be altered by the user.
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Disclaimer
The described frequencies and treatment methods in this manual are collected from several
in this manual mentioned websites, supplemented with information from currently
practicing therapists. Don-Neo Technologies cannot take any responsibility for the
accuracy of the therapeutic treatment information.
Don-Neo Technologies does not accept any liability for improper use of the 4SRG. All other
use of the 4SRG and its accessories NOT described in this manual will be marked as
improper use. Don-Neo Technologies only delivers the equipment and resources to make
varied choices of therapeutic treatments possible, as well technically as organizationally.
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